
 

   

 

 
 
 

OER/IMRA Frequently Asked Questions 

HQIM and IMRA 
 

1. Are High-Quality Instructional Materials (HQIM) and Open Education Resources (OER) in 
House Bill (HB) 1605 the same thing?  

 
High-Quality Instructional Materials (HQIM) are approved and vetted through the State Board of 
Education (SBOE)’s Instructional Materials Review and Adoption (IMRA) process. Established by HB 
1605, the IMRA process charges the SBOE with reviewing all submitted curricular materials against 
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), quality and suitability rubrics. HQIM are curricular 
resources that:  

• Ensure full coverage of TEKS.  
• Are aligned to evidence-based best practices in the relevant content areas of RLA, math, 

science, and social studies.  
• Support all learners, including students with disabilities, English learners, and students 

identified as gifted and talented.  
• Enable frequent progress monitoring through embedded and aligned assessments. 
• Include implementation supports for teachers. 
• Provide teacher and student-facing lesson-level materials. 

 
If the curricular materials are deemed high quality by the SBOE, they’ll be added to the SBOE’s 
HQIM list starting in November 2024.  

 
Texas OER Textbooks have been submitted for review through the IMRA 2024 process. After Texas 
OER Textbooks are approved by the SBOE as approved high-quality instructional materials (HQIM), 
OER remains an optional resource for public schools. School systems in Texas have local control 
over which instructional materials to use. 

 
2. What is the Instructional Materials Review and Adoption (IMRA) process?  

 
The new Instructional Materials Review and Adoption process replaces the former SBOE 
proclamation and the Texas Resource Review (TRR) processes. IMRA was enacted under HB 1605 
(88th session) and establishes a new single, SBOE-governed review of instructional materials. 
The SBOE’s IMRA criteria define what will be reviewed in instructional materials. The IMRA process 
outlines how instructional materials will be reviewed. The SBOE has final authority on approvals, 
the process, and the criteria used. Texas Education Code (TEC), §31.022, and §31.023 identify 
several aspects of instructional material that must be included as part of the IMRA criteria. This 
includes:  

• Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) coverage  
• Quality  
• No three-cuing content in K–3 reading  
• Suitable for grade and subject   
• No obscene or harmful content, including compliance with the Children's Internet 

Protection Act (CIPA), TEC, §28.0022, and Penal Code 43.22  
• Free from factual error   
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• Physical and electronic specifications  
• Parent portal compliance  
• Other statutes of relevance to instructional material and the IMRA criteria include TEC, 

§§29.907, 29.9071, and 29.9072.    
 

3. The State Board of Education (SBOE) is reviewing instructional materials as part of the IMRA 
process? How many products are part of the review?  

 
There are 142 different products from 25 different publishers being reviewed as part of the first IMRA 
cycle. IMRA Cycle 2024 - Instructional Materials Under Consideration for Review (PDF) from the HB 
1605 and IMRA webpage.  

 
4. Who is reviewing the materials during the IMRA process?  

 
 The SBOE had the final approval of the reviewers for the new IMRA process. The board approved the 
reviewer recruitment, reviewer application, and reviewer training processes. Each product is 
reviewed by a reviewer team consisting of approved teachers and other curriculum experts to 
review and give recommendations to the SBOE. 

 
HB 1605 
 

1. In recent legislation, three-cueing was repealed. What is three-cueing?  
 

Three-cueing is a method of reading instruction for the identification of words by which a student is 
encouraged to draw on context and sentence structure to read words without sounding the words 
out or using a phonics-based approach. Materials can be thought of as using three-cueing when 
teacher prompts including statements like “Does it look right,” “Does it sound right,” and “Does it 
make sense?” Similarly, materials may encourage students to skip a word and come back to it, hunt 
for more familiar words, look at pictures for clues, try a word that makes sense, or other strategies 
that downplay the need to decode the specific written word being read. For example, instructional 
materials that include predictive text stems (as opposed to decodable readers) often include 
prohibited three-cueing. A school district or open-enrollment charter school may not include any 
instruction that incorporates three-cueing in K-3 English language arts/reading. 

 
2. How does HB 1605 impact the TEKS review and revision process?   

 
The bill requires a new vocabulary and book list addendum to the reading language arts (RLA) 
standards. TEC, §28.002, §4(c), notes that the SBOE “shall specify a list of required vocabulary and 
at least one literary work to be taught in each grade level”. TEC §28.002, §5(c), additionally notes the 
SBOE “shall initiate the process of specifying an initial list of vocabulary and literary works” no later 
than February 1, 2024, by requesting recommendations from the agency. Beyond the required RLA 
Addendum, HB 1605 allows the SBOE to now determine if or when to revise TEKS in any content 
area. 

 
3. What steps has the Texas Legislature taken to increase rigor in the classroom?  

• Science of Reading, 2019  
• Reading Academies / Phonics, 2019  
• Outcomes-based funding, 2019  
• Accelerated instruction, 2021 and 2023  

https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/review-and-adoption-process/publishers-response-to-imra-cycle-2024-rfim.pdf
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/house-bill-1605/house-bill-1605-and-imra
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/house-bill-1605/house-bill-1605-and-imra
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• Advanced Math, 2023  
• HB 1605, 2023 (in the 88th Legislature from House Public Education Committee Chairman 

Brad Buckley and Senate Education Committee Chairman Brandon Creighton, which 
eliminates three-cueing) 

 
4. Which recommendation from the Governor’s Teacher Vacancy Task Force was addressed in 

HB 1605? 
 

The Teacher Vacancy Task Force (TVTF) was established in March 2022, by Governor Abbott to 
examine teacher retention and recruitment challenges across Texas. Recommendations from the 
Task Force include Theme 6: Provide Access to and Support for High-Quality Instructional Materials 
(A) Expand awareness of and access to high-quality instructional materials to reduce time teachers 
spend searching for and creating materials.   

 
OER  
 

1. What are Open Education Resources (OER)? 
 

Open Education Resources (OER) are optional, high-quality instructional materials (HQIM) that are 
freely available for use. In plain terms, they are textbooks owned by the state that can be modified 
over time to make them better and improve them for students and teachers. Texas OER textbooks 
are built specifically for Texans based on Texas’ state standards, the Texas Essential Knowledge and 
Skills (TEKS). OER materials are also built using the best evidence from cognitive science, to ensure 
teachers have access to high-quality, on-grade-level materials, freeing up teacher time to provide 
the highest quality instruction and differentiated supports for students. Texas OER textbooks are 
being made available, subject to approval by the Texas State Board of Education, as an optional 
resource for schools. 
 
TEC, §31.002, defines OER. As instructional materials, OER can be designed to be a full subject tier 
one instructional material, which includes a full textbook and related components including 
teachers guides. Texas OER Textbooks and the grades & subjects submitted to SBOE for the 2024 
IMRA process:  

• OER K-5 English Language Arts & Reading (ELAR)  
o OER K-5 Reading Language Arts (RLA) is built to cover the ELAR TEKS, weaving 

together elements of the science of reading with a cross-curricular knowledge 
building approach consistent with a classical education model that is focused on 
the fundamentals.  OER RLA immerses students in classic literature along with 
reading lessons about art, history, culture, science, and technology. As a product 
built for Texas students, the content features strong representation from the diverse 
people, places, and history of Texans.    

• OER K-Algebra Math  
o OER Math instructional materials are a comprehensive and clearly sequenced suite 

of materials that provide teachers with the knowledge and tools outlined in the Math 
TEKS, guiding students to be thinkers and doers of mathematics. These instructional 
materials are built on basic scientific insights about how people learn math, growing 
out of cognitive and developmental sciences. With OER Math textbooks, students  
 
 
will learn the fundamentals to build a strong foundation in mathematics, mastering 

https://tea.texas.gov/texas-schools/health-safety-discipline/tvtf-final-report.pdf
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arithmetic and memorizing math facts while steadily building their mathematical 
reasoning skills.     

 
2. Why did the Texas Education Agency develop Open Education Resources (OER)?   

 
 To prepare Texas students for success after graduation, school systems must ensure that all 
students have access to effective teachers who use proven, rigorous instructional materials. To 
assist school systems with this, the 88th Texas Legislature passed House Bill (HB) 1605 which 
established a State Board of Education review process for high-quality instructional materials and 
directed TEA to develop a set of state-owned instructional materials. These materials are called 
Open Education Resources, or OER. OER materials are designed with teachers in mind, crafted 
around the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), showcase the diversity of Texas, and 
provide a rigorous, knowledge-building foundation of learning and cultural literacy for students.    

 
3. Are districts required to switch to new SBOE-approved high-quality instructional materials 

(HQIM) under HB 1605?  
 

 No, instructional materials decisions are inherently local in Texas (Texas Education Code 31.0211). 
HB 1605 did not change this. School systems retain the responsibility under state law to ensure 
TEKS are covered in ways deemed most appropriate by the local school system. SBOE-approved 
HQIM are optional for school systems and may be considered for use based on a district's local 
context. TEC, §31.0251 specifically states “except as otherwise provided, the agency may not 
require a school district to adopt or otherwise use instructional material” adopted by the SBOE.    

 
4. Are Open Education Resources optional? 

 
Yes, OER is optional for school systems to use. Instructional materials decisions are inherently 
local in Texas (Texas Education Code 31.0211). School districts and public charter schools retain 
the responsibility under state law to ensure TEKS are covered in ways deemed most appropriate by 
the local school system. Texas OER Textbooks and instructional materials are optional for school 
systems and may be considered for use based on a district's local context. 

 
5. Are OER materials accessible and transparent?  

 
Yes. The draft materials that were submitted to the SBOE’s IMRA review process are accessible via 
sboe.texas.gov/imra during the review process from May to November 2024. If approved in 
November, the final materials will be available to the public.  
 
Parents/guardians, families, and community members are important educational partners in Texas 
schools. Texas OER materials are meant to be printed for use with students and are also easily 
accessible online for review by those closest to students and educators. By providing a clear view 
into instructional materials, parents can continue to take an active role in their child’s education 
outside of the classroom.  
 

6. How does OER support Texas teachers?  
 

 Texas OER materials allow teachers to focus on instructional delivery and the needs of each 
student, while being certain that what they teach has been vetted, reviewed and is on-grade level.   
 

7. How does HB 1605 protect teachers and schools with vetted materials?  

https://sboe.texas.gov/state-board-of-education/imra
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Teachers are given additional employment protections in HB 1605 (88R). If a teacher is using 
materials that have been adopted by the SBOE IMRA Process, they cannot face disciplinary action 
for complaints related to TEC, §28.0022 or related to the Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment when using those vetted materials with fidelity (TEC, §22.05125).  
This bill also protects teacher time in two ways: 

• Teachers cannot be required to use bi-weekly planning time to create initial instructional 
materials unless there is a supplemental duty agreement with the teacher (TEC, §21.4045); 
and 

• For school systems that have adopted instructional materials that include instructional 
materials with detailed lesson plans, teachers are not required to turn in weekly lesson 
plans (TEC, §11.164). 

 
8. Are OER products currently available to school systems? Who approves them?  

 
Currently, pilot materials (COVID Emergency Release {CER} versions) are being used in school 
systems across Texas. School systems began using the CER versions during the COVID-19 
pandemic as a way to deploy HQIM to help students recover academically. If approved by the SBOE 
during the IMRA process, Texas OER will be available to all Texas public school systems as part of 
the SBOE’s HQIM list.   

 
Development of OER 
 

1. Who reviewed and helped develop the OER products?  
 

HB 1605 added TEC, §31.0712, which directed TEA to establish an open education resource 
advisory board to ensure that the open education resource instructional materials made available 
are: of the highest quality; and aligned with the TEKS adopted by the SBOE under TEC, §28.002, for 
the applicable subject and grade level; suitable for the age of the students at the grade level for 
which the materials are developed; are free from bias or factual error; and are in Compliance with 
TEC, § 28.0022, which enumerates criteria the SBOE shall develop.  
 
In addition, paid contractor and subcontractors provided drafting and editing. Additional 
stakeholders and reviewers shared proposed changes. Pilot districts and teachers using the pilot 
materials also provided feedback and proposed changes from version to version. 

 
Pilot OER 
 

1. What is the history of the pilot OER versions? 
 

TEA has been authorized to acquire OER under law since 2009. When the COVID pandemic began 
to disrupt in-person learning, Texas public schools needed appropriately designed instructional 
materials to support students in remote or hybrid instruction. As a result, TEA undertook an 
accelerated process to acquire effective instructional material resources for schools that could 
support remote, in-person, and hybrid instruction, both to support schools during the pandemic 
and to speed up learning recovery efforts longer term.  
 
 
 

https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/house-bill-1605/hb-1605-oer-advisory-board-members.pdf
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/house-bill-1605/hb-1605-oer-advisory-board-members.pdf
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2. Can a current pilot district continue using the COVID Emergency Release (CER) version? How 
can they access those materials?  

 
TEA has been authorized to acquire OER under law since 2009. Current pilot materials (CER 
versions), in use in districts across Texas, meet the working definition of HQIM. These materials 
have been piloted by a small number of districts since 2020, demonstrating positive results for 
students. Districts may continue to use the CER pilot instructional materials in classrooms if they 
have been approved for use by the local board or governing body. Hard copy instructional materials 
related to these CER versions will be available for purchase from the partner publisher. However, 
new funding from HB 1605 will not be an approved source of funding for these materials.  

 
Only the new Texas OER Textbooks, when approved by the SBOE, will qualify for the new $40- (for 
HQIM) and $20-(for OER) per student entitlements. 

 
3. If a current pilot district wants to switch to using the SBOE-approved Texas OER, what should 

they do next? 
 

A pilot district will need to repurchase all new materials if using CER pilot materials and wanting to 
begin to use the SBOE-approved OER. The materials submitted for review to the SBOE as part of 
IMRA are updated from the pilot CER materials and therefore will require a new purchase of the 
durable and consumable instructional materials. However, Texas OER, if approved by the SBOE in 
the IMRA process, will qualify for the additional funding for instructional materials outlined in HB 
1605. 

 
4. If a district wants to use OER, does it require a vote by the Board of Trustees? 

 
Yes, the school board is required to take a board vote to ratify the document that reports on the 
TEKS Certification of the materials used, including OER or other curriculum.   

 
Funding 
 

1. How do school systems access funding for instructional materials? 
 

 The Instructional Materials and Technology Allotment (IMTA) was restored in House Bill 1, 88th 
Texas Legislature, to traditional levels (approximately $1 billion per biennium). School system IMTA 
account allocations have already been made based on HB 1. HB 1605 does not change the current  
 
IMTA process or structure. Districts may spend IMTA funds on any instructional materials and 
instructional technologies. HB1605 established additional funding for school systems, above funds 
provided by the IMTA:   

• To support the purchase of high-quality instructional materials (HQIM) approved by the 
State Board of Education, public school systems are entitled to $40 per student per year 
(the State-Approved Materials Allotment (TEC, §48.307).    

• For any school system that chooses to use Texas OER Textbooks, school systems are 
entitled to an additional $20 per student to cover the costs of printing the textbooks.  
(OER Textbooks are free for anyone to download). (Open Education Resources (OER) 
Printing Allotment (TEC, §48.308). 

• Note: The State-Approved Materials Allotment (TEC, §48.307) accumulates in a school 
system’s account even in a year when the school system places no requisitions in EMAT 
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for SBOE-approved materials. So, in November 2024, a school system will have two 
years’ worth of allotment funds from which to purchase at that time. However, the OER 
Printing Allotment (TEC, §48.308) is only available for printing costs in the same year, so 
no additional funds will be available under that allotment during the 2023–24 school 
year given SBOE timelines for materials approval under the new IMRA Process. 

 
2. Is there additional funding for using Open Education Resources?  

 
Yes. HB 1605 provides additional funding for any instructional materials selected by the SBOE for 
inclusion on the HQIM list. Districts that use OER will also receive a second stream of additional 
funding to help defray printing and implementation costs.  

 
3. I thought OER was free. Why are districts being charged for materials? 

 
OER Edition 1 products are free of charge for any Texan to access online in their digital format, 
however, hard copy print materials are not. Districts may leverage the new instructional materials 
funding in HB 1605 to help offset the cost of the hard-copy printed materials necessary for 
classroom instruction. 

 
OER Content 
 

1. What do OER materials consist of? 
 

OER materials are rigorous, relevant, and grade level appropriate instructional materials that 
include lessons on art, history, culture, science, and technology – key components of a knowledge-
building, content-rich curriculum.  

 
OER materials have a broad base of topics including history, literature, the arts, and culture which, 
when contextually relevant, can include religious topics sampling from a wide range of faiths.  

 
2. Are there religious lessons/text included in the OER materials?  

 
OER materials have a broad base of topics including history, literature, the arts, and culture which, 
when contextually relevant, can include religious references sampling from a wide range of faiths. 

 
3. Are religious references, including the Bible, allowable in Texas public schools? 

 
State law (TEC Sec. 28.002) requires that curriculum includes “religious literature, including the 
Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testament) and New Testament, and its impact on history and 
literature.” While public schools may not provide religious instruction, guidance from the United 
States Department of Education (DOE) indicates that public schools may teach about religion and 
promote religious liberty and respect for the religious views of all. Texas OER materials adhere to 
both state statute and this federal standard.  

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm#28.002

